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Abstract

Our goal is to evaluate the utility of a lexical resource containing Lexical Conceptual Structures (LCS) for use in cross-language
information retrieval. Our evaluation makes use of a combination of techniques from interlingual machine translation (Dorr, 1993) with
conventional information retrieval techniques (Oard, 1996 Oard and Dorr, 1996). Given a query in one language, we transform the query
into the corresponding terms in a second language. We evaluate this approach by comparing the resulting retrieval effectiveness with two
translation-based techniques as well as two techniques for determining the lower and upper bound. The main innovation of this work is
that it provides a principled framework for controlling translation ambiguity in cross-language information retrieval applications. Our
focus is on the construction of disambiguated (target-language) queries by using verb-based entries in our lexicon to construct Lexical
Conceptual Structures (LCS). We view our approach as a crucial step toward the evaluation of the utility of our LCS-based multilingual
lexicon. Inaddition, this work provides a basis formeasuring the extentto which disambiguation can enhance cross-language information
retrieval effectiveness.

1 Introduction

for dealing with the translation ambiguity problem. Our focus
for initial experimentation is on construction of disamWe have constructed a large database of lexical entries for biguated
(target-language) queries from verb-based entries
English, Spanish, and Arabic using a combination of auto- inourlexicon.
We evaluate the effectivenessof ourapproach
matic andsemi-automatictechniques. The databasepresently translating 17 queries
from English into Spanish, using the
contains approximately 60,000 entries per language. Each Inquery text retrieval system
retrieve a ranked list of the
entryconsistsof alinguistically-motivatedrepresentationcalled documents bestmatching eachtotranslated
query, comparing
Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS). Our goal is to evalu- the top ranked documents to the setof documents
thathave
ate the utility of this representation in the context of cross- beenjudgedto be relevantto thatquery,andthencomputing
languageinformationretrieval (CLIR),usingtechniquesfrom standard IR effectiveness measures such as recall and prebothinterlingual machine translation(MT)(Dorr,1993)and cision.
conventionalIR(Oard, 1996 OardandDorr,1996). As such,
In order to establish a sound basis for comparison, we
we view this endeavoras a rststeptoward establishing our implemented
two additional approaches: MT-based query
LCS-basedlexicon as a large-scale lexical resource thathas translation(translationof
each query into the documentlanapplicability to multilingual problems other than machine guage usinganexistingfullyautomatic
MTsystem)anddictionarytranslation.
basedquerytranslation(replacementof
eachquerytermwith
We adoptanapproachto CLIRthatuses NLPtechniques approrpiate translationfroman online bilingual
dictionary).
basedonthe LCS representationto transforma query in one Finally, we implemented two baseline techniques
without
languageinto the correspondingterms fordocumentretrieval any translation component: query construction in the
same
in a second language. Query translation has emerged as the language as the documents, and the presentation of queries
mostpopularstrategyforfullyautomatic broadcoverageCLIR(Oard,
a language differentfrom thatof the documents. We take
1997b). This technique can be quite ef cient when short in
the
rst to provide an upper bound for CLIR effectiveness
queriesare presented,butsimple querytranslationapproaches and the
second to provide a lower bound. The lower bound
suffer a severe penalty in effectiveness, usually achieving is importantbecause
proper names, foreign language terms
abouthalf of the retrieval effectivenessof correspondingmono- embeddedin the documents,
words with the same writlingual techniques when typical measures such as average ten form in the each languageand
can
result in fortuitous cogprecisionare used. Researchon CLIRhas shownthattrans- nate matches thatmight, if undetected,
produce the impreslation ambiguity compounds the problem, producing a sig- sionof betterperformancefromaCLIRtechnique
thanwould
ni cantadverseeffectonretrieval effectiveness(Oard, 1997c). be justi ed.
Anumberof studieshave reportedthatsimple linguistic processingsuchas limiting candidate translationsforqueryterms 2 Experiment Design
to those with the same partof speech, orindexing phrases as
well as individual words, can raise this performance to per- The TextREtrieval Conference(TREC)has developedlargehaps 75% of the monolingual effectiveness (c.f., (Davis and scale multilanguagecollections designedspeci callyto supportCLIRexperiments. We have evaluatedourLCS database
Ogden, 1997 Hull and Grefenstette, 1996)).
We describe a new LCS-based query translation tech- as lexical resource for CLIR using the Spanish collection
nique thattakes advantage of this key insight. The main in- from TREC-4 ( El Norte ) for which English queries are
novation of this technique is that it provides a framework available. This collectioncontains 57,780Spanishnewswire

( me xi c o ( t owar d ( c e ns or s hi p ( pr e s s ) ) ) ) )
articles from a Mexican news service that were generated
( at i de nt
in 1994. The collection has been assessed at NIST for 25
( at t i t ude
topics using a pooledassessmentmethodologybasedon the
( me xi c o
top one hundred documents from 10 differentmonolingual
( t owar d ( c e ns or s hi p ( pr e s s ) ) ) ) )
Spanish retrieval systems. Topic descriptions in TREC-4
( wh- t hi ng) ) )
lacked title and narr elds, so only short queries can
be constructedforthe TREC-4 El Norte collection. The origWe have developed a technique for representing instaninal topic descriptions are in Spanish and human-prepared tiatedLCS forms as queriesinthe Parka-DBknowledgerepEnglish translations of the topic descriptions are available. resentationsystem(Evett, Hendler,andSpector,1994). ParkaWhentwo Englishtranslationswere providedwiththe TREC- DBprovidesanef cienttechnique formatchinggraphstruc4 El Norte collection, we chose the rstone which was gen- tures thatwe use to generate the terms forthe target-language
erally the more direct(although frequently somewhatawk- query. The system produces a collection of terms in the tarward) translation.
get language based on the structure of the composed LCS.
For text retrieval we ran version 3.1p1 of the Inquery The scalability of the Parka-DB system allows us to represystemfromthe Universityof Massachusettsonasingle SPARC sentlarge lexicons for the languages of interest. The gener20 underthe Solaris 2.5 operatingsystem. The Inquery kstem ation of target-language terms entails lexical selection from
stemmerandthe standardEnglishInquerystopwordlistwere the composed LCS associated with each event-based term.
usedwhenprocessing the APdocuments andwhenprocessOur evaluation of LCSQT is based on topics SP26-50
ing English translations of the SDA/NZZ documents. The from the TREC-4 El Norte collection.1 For example, the
Inquery Spanish stemmer and Spanish stopword list were English shortquery for topic SP45 is:
used when processing the Spanish El Norte documents.
Me xi c o' s at t i t ude s t owar d
The next ve sectionssummarizethe ve CLIRapproaches pr e s s c e ns or s hi p
thatwe have implemented.
The LCS for this query would be:
( at t i t ude ( me xi c o ( t owar d
3 LCS-Based Query Translation (LCSQT)
( c e ns or s hi p ( pr e s s ) ) ) ) )
and
the Spanish terms generated for this LCS are:
Lexical conceptual structures are automatically constructed
ac t i t ud me xi c o hac i a]
linguistic representations that are based on lexicalized regc
e ns ur a pul s e pr e ns a]
ularities thatreveal meaningful semantic relationships. Our
Forcomparison,the
of cial Spanishversionof the SP45 short
LCS-Basedquerytranslationapproachinvolvesthe construcquery
is:
tionof disambiguated(target-language)queries fromeventAc t i t ude s e n Me xi c o s obr e
basedentries in ourlexicon. The rststage of this approach
l a c e ns ur a de l a pr e ns a
involvesasentence analysiscomponentthatbuilds asyntactic structure producedby a parsercalled REAP(RightEdge
Adjunction Parser) (Weinberg et al., 1995). For example, 3.1 MT-Based Query Translation (MTQT)
the parse tree producedforthe sentence Whatare Mexico's
attitudes toward press censorship has the following struc- Machine translationsystemsseekto translate documentsfrom
one language to another, either as an aid for human translature:
tors or for directuse as a fairly rapid and inexpensive rough
CP What
translation.
This providesanobviousapproachto querytransS ar e
lation,
butwe
are aware of only one priorexperimentto use
NP me xi c o
such
a
technique
(Radwan and Fluhr, 1995). In that experN at t i t ude s
iment,
Radwan
and
Fluhr compared the retrieval effectivePP t owar d
ness
of
queries
translated
from French into English by the
NP pr e s s c e ns or s hi p] ] ] ]
SYSTRAN
machine
translation
system with the effectiveVP e ] ] ]
ness
of
their
EMIR
dictionary-based
query translation sysThe nextstage of querytranslationinvolves the constructemusing
aversionof
the
small
Cran
eldcollectionforwhich
tion of a language-independent, compositional representaFrench
queries
were
available.
In
thatstudy
they found that
tioncalledLexical Conceptual Structure (LCS)(Dorr, 1993
the
EMIRwas
more
effective
thantheirMT-basedquerytransDorr and Olsen, 1997). For example, the LCS representalation technique using SYSTRAN. Our experiments offer
tion for the verb be is:
some insightinto the performanceof aMT-basedquerytrans( be i de nt ( * t hi ng x)
lation approach on larger testcollections.
( at i de nt ( t hi ng x) ( * t hi ng y) ) )
The Logos machine translation system thatwe used for
our
experiments is a commercial product that is designed
This LCS is uninstantiated, i.e., ithas un lled argumentpositions (as indicatedby the * marker). During the process of
1
Of these queries, we were able to achieve full syntactic and
LCS composition, argumentpositions are lled. For exam- semantic analysis for 17 case. The remaining 8 cases were notanple, the sentence above would correspond to the following alyzable by the REAPparser. Modi cations to REAPare currently
composed representation:
underway to accommodate the syntactic phenomena that occur in
those sentences. The queries thatwere handled were: SP26, SP27,
( be i de nt
SP28, SP29, SP30, SP33, SP34, SP35, SP36, SP37, SP40, SP41,
( at t i t ude
SP44, SP45, SP48, and SP49.
i

i

to assisthumantranslators by automaticallypreparing fairly
good translations of individual documents.2 The system is
typicallyusedbytranslationbureausandotherorganizations
as the rst stage of a machine-assisted translation process,
and we have previously used it for cross-language routing
experiments (Oard, 1997a). The Logos system includes extensive facilities for adding domain-speci c technical terminology and new linguistic constructs, but for the experiments reportedhere we usedonly the machine readable dictionaries and semantic rules that are delivered as standard
components of the product.
We used the Logos system to translate English queries
into Spanish for use with the El Norte collection. Since the
Logos systemis designedto generate readable translation, it
generates only a single best guess translation for any input. Thus MTQTis mostsimilar to the DQT-SW technique
in which a single candidate translation is retained.
3.2 Dictionary-Based Query Translation (DQT)
By far the mostcommonly used query translation approach
is to replace each query term with appropriate translations
thatare automaticallyextractedfromanonline bilingual dictionary (c.f., (Hull and Grefenstette, 1996 Ballesteros and
Croft, 1997)). Fortranslatingqueries fromEnglishinto Spanish we used a Spanish-Englishbilingual dictionary thatwas
producedspeci cally forthis evaluationfrom a lexicon that
had originally been developed for a foreign language tutoring application (Dorr, 1997 Weinberg et al., 1995). The
original lexiconcontained12,885unique Spanishstems corresponding to 171,164 morphological variants and 29,360
bilingual pairs. We usedatwo-level Kimmo-basedmorphology system (Antworth, 1990) to generate all morphological
variants of terms matching the English terms (stemmed and
unstemmed) for the subset of the topics that we processed
in the El Norte collection.
It is common for a single word to have several translations, some with very different meanings. It is not at all
clear how one should design an algorithm to extract only
the appropriate translations using this information, so we
have implementedfoursimple dictionary-basedquerytranslationtechniques thattogetherexplore the effects of winnertake-all, word-match and stem-match approaches.3 We illustrate the effectof each technique with a Spanish translation of query SP45 above:
Single Word (SW) The rstexactsingle whole-wordmatch
in the dictionary.4
]
Single Word, Stemmed (SWS) The rstexactsingle wholeword match if present, otherwise the rstexactsingle
2
Logos Corporation, 111 HowardBoulevard, Suite 214, Mount
Arlington, NJ07856 USA
3
Bilingual dictionaries typically provide phrasal level entries
as well. We were limited in the currentexperiment to single-word
entries. Subsequent experiments will make use of an enhanced
lexicon thatcontains phrasal level translations entries for both the
source and targetlanguages.
4
An exact matchis one inwhich the two character strings are
the same lengthandeachcharacterinthe two strings matches anda
whole word is a string of characters thatappear in the document.

stem match.5
]
Every Word (EW) Every exact single whole-word match
in the dictionary.
]
Every Word, Stemmed (EWS) Everyexactsingle stemmatch
in the dictionary.
]
In every case we replace each word in the query with the
correspondingwordinevery matching bilingual pairto produce a version of the query that can be compared with the
documents in the collection. Words thatappear in the standardEnglishInquerystopwordlistare nottranslatedandthus
do notaffectthe translatedquery,butwords thatdo notmatch
any dictionary entry are included unchanged in the translated query. Because our dictionaries are sorted in alphabetical orderrather than with regard to the predominance of
a give translation within a known domain, the semantic effectof techniques SWand SWS are likely to be close to that
achieved by random selection of a single translation from
the sets produced in techniques EW and EWS respectively.
3.3 Upper Bound: Same Language Query (SLQ)
To approximate an upper bound for the performance of any
CLIRsystem,we comparedthe retrieval effectivenessof our
three experimental approaches with the retrieval effectiveness achieved by using queries that are given in the same
languageas the documents. Forexample, querySP45 would
be presentedas Ac t i t ude s e n Me xi c o s obr e l a
c e ns ur a de l a pr e ns a] whenretrieving El Norte documentsandas Me xi c o' s at t i t ude s t owar d pr e s s
c e ns or s hi p] when retrieving English documents.
3.4 Lower Bound: Foreign Language Query (FLQ)
Monolingual information retrieval systems sometimes produce useful results because of fortuitous matches between
wordsindifferentlanguages,propernames thatare rendered
inthe same wayindifferentlanguages,andforeignlanguage
terms in the documents that happen to be in the query language. Forexample,the Englishversionof querySP45 shown
above contains the propername Mexico which also often
appears inrelevantSpanishdocuments. Inorderto establish
a practical lower bound on retrieval effectiveness we have
used both untranslated queries and untranslated documents
to reveal the effectof these cognate matches.

4 Results

Table 1 summarizes the non-interpolated average precision
results for the El Norte collection. The average precision
for the LCSQT was better than that achieved by any DQT
technique andcomparable to thatachievedby MTQT. From
this we conclude that further investigation of the LCSQT
approach is justi ed.6
5
We used the Porter stemmer for English thatis available from
ftp://ftp.vt.edu/pub/reuse/IR.code/for this purpose.
6
Interestingly, the average precision of LCSQTsurpassed that
of even SLQ on topic SP34. A closer examination reveals that

Technique
SLQ
DQT-SW
DQT-SWS
DQT-EW
DQT-EWS
MTQT
LCSQT
FLQ

SP34
0.1762
0.1270
0.0887
0.1981
0.0373
0.1288
0.2398
0.0000

Topic
SP35 SP45 Average
0.0114 0.1875 0.1250
0.0001 0.1015 0.0762
0.0000 0.0944 0.0611
0.0002 0.0081 0.0688
0.0003 0.0309 0.0152
0.0000 0.1699 0.0996
0.0086 0.1448 0.1310
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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